How-To Make a Decorative Air Plant
by Helene Idels

Supplies:
• Air Plants (purchase at a garden shop or nursery)
• Decorative Beads (purchase at a crafts supply store)
• Medium Size Rocks
• Craft Wire (purchase at a crafts supply store, various colors and thicknesses if desired)
• Scissors (regular or craft scissors)
• Spray Bottle

Instructions:
• Remove tag from air plant
• Cut a length of craft wire (approximately one foot or longer)
• Carefully wrap wire around length of air plant leaving extra wire at the top and bottom
• Make a loop at the top for hanging
• String beads along the extra length at the bottom and loop off at the end
  OR
• Wrap craft wire around rock (one or more times) with extra length extending up
• Wrap wire around air plant leaving space between rock and air plant
• Beads can be added at any section along the wire if desired

Care Instructions:
• Occasionally mist the air plant with water using the spray bottle
• Enjoy!